
Silver  Dragon:  Draconic
Omnibus, Vol. 2
December 23, 2020

Buy now at the Dungeon Masters Guild

We’re thrilled to announce our first entry on the DM’s Guild,
Silver Dragon: Draconic Omnibus, Vol. 2. Look into the world of
the “shield dragon”, and discover how it fits into your 5e
campaign!

This supplement includes:

Dragon Background Option Charts
Implied Abilities based on their stat blocks
Associated  Creatures,  including  4  new  draconic  hybrid
creatures with complete stat blocks
Spellcasting
Lair and Hoard Details, including combat strategies based
on age
2 New Magic Items
2 New Spells
Ideas for using the dragon in your campaign

Dragon as Group Patron
And more…

Ideas for using the dragon with your character
Contact
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https://www.dmsguild.com/product/341029/Draconic-Omnibus-Silver-Dragon?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WyrmworksPub_silver_dragon
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Paladin Oath Of Loyalty
Druid Circle Of Clouds
Barbarian Path Of The Silver Dragon
Bard College Of Affinity
Monk Way Of The Wind
Dragon-Associated Feats
Subraces And Variants
Dragon-Related Character Backgrounds

Also, get the additional supplement that includes details to
include  this  dragon  in  the  Caphora:  The  Divided  Continent
campaign setting.

All creature and character options are available in the D&D
Beyond Homebrew section. Just search for author: doulos12.

New Monster Stats also available for Lion’s Den’s Game Master 5

How well do you really know the dragons? Sure, you’ve memorized
their stat block, but these are intelligent complex beings who
affect the world and your characters so much more than a big
lizard in a cave! Welcome to the Draconic Omnibus, a multi-
volume set detailing the canon 5e dragons and some new varieties
to round out the set.

http://wyrmworkspublishing.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/dracanine.png
http://wyrmworkspublishing.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Silver-Dragon-Caphora-Supplement.docx
https://www.dndbeyond.com/homebrew/monsters?filter-type=0&filter-search=&filter-cr-min=&filter-cr-max=&filter-armor-class-min=&filter-armor-class-max=&filter-average-hp-min=&filter-average-hp-max=&filter-is-legendary=&filter-is-mythic=&filter-has-lair=&filter-author=doulos12&filter-author-previous=doulos12&filter-author-symbol=102139679&filter-rating=-9
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/poota0hrk6fie5u/AABSqT3RnoW_tDee-0r75UXRa?dl=0
http://wyrmworkspublishing.com/tag/draconic-omnibus/


Rose  Gold  Dragon:  Draconic
Omnibus, Vol. 1
December 23, 2020

Rose Gold Dragons are known for their love of children. Stories
abound of children lost in the wilderness or at sea who are
rescued by a rose gold dragon or some other creature of a
similar hue.

At the same time, these stories have sometimes grown darker,
with  suspicion  that  questions  the  motivations  of  these
creatures, and anytime a child goes missing in the vicinity of a
rose gold dragon layer, the dragon becomes the primary suspect.

Download at DriveThruRPG
This supplement includes:

Full All-Ages Stat Blocks complete with Legendary and Lair
Actions
Dragon Background Option Charts
Associated Creatures
Implied Abilities based on their stat blocks

https://wyrmworkspublishing.com/rose-gold-dragon-draconic-omnibus-vol-1/
https://wyrmworkspublishing.com/rose-gold-dragon-draconic-omnibus-vol-1/
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/331096/Draconic-Omnibus-Rose-Gold-Dragon-5e?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WWP_rosegolddragon


Spellcasting
Lair and Hoard Details, including combat strategies based
on age
2 New Magic Items
1 New Spell
Ideas for using the dragon in your campaign

Dragon as Group Patron
And more…

Ideas for using the dragon with your character
Contact
New Warlock Patron
New Paladin Oath
Sorcerer Draconic Bloodline variation
New Bard College
New Monk Way
Dragonborn variation
New Character Background

This supplement includes details to include this dragon in the
Caphora: The Divided Continent campaign setting from Wyrmworks
Publishing, but it can also be  used as-is by changing a few
location names in any campaign setting.

All creature and character options are available in the D&D
Beyond Homebrew section. Just search for author: doulos12.

How well do you really know the dragons? Sure, you’ve memorized
their stat block, but these are intelligent complex beings who
affect the world and your characters so much more than a big
lizard in a cave! Welcome to the Draconic Omnibus, a multi-
volume set detailing the canon 5e dragons and some new varieties
to round out the set.

https://www.dndbeyond.com/homebrew/monsters?filter-type=0&filter-search=&filter-cr-min=&filter-cr-max=&filter-armor-class-min=&filter-armor-class-max=&filter-average-hp-min=&filter-average-hp-max=&filter-is-legendary=&filter-is-mythic=&filter-has-lair=&filter-author=doulos12&filter-author-previous=doulos12&filter-author-symbol=102139679&filter-rating=-9
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Arcane  Tradition:  Biomancer
(5e)
December 23, 2020

Like  a  little  mad  science  in  your  fantasy?  What  if  Dr.
Frankenstein or Dr. Moreau could manipulate the Weave? Where do
the hybrid creatures and characters come from in your game?
Introducing: the Biomancer.

Download from DriveThruRPG
Biomancers have learned to use the Weave to manipulate life
itself, accessing a form of magic unavailable to most wizards.
While other wizards can use Biomancy spells, they lose their
proficiency bonus due to the strangeness of the magic.

This supplement includes 4 subclasses, 11 new spells, and 3 new
backgrounds.

Some consider biomancy unnatural, but it’s the biomancers of
Tanmaa who are responsible for many of the hybrid and augmented
creatures who fill the Western Division of Caphora, and while
biomancers have been blamed for some of the plagues that have
struck the continent, they’re the first to be called when plague
strikes to control it.

https://wyrmworkspublishing.com/arcane-tradition-biomancer-5e/
https://wyrmworkspublishing.com/arcane-tradition-biomancer-5e/
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/327433/Arcane-Tradition-Biomancer-5e?affiliate_id=2455077&src=WWP_biomancy


Most biomancers are found in the labs of Tanmaa, but some nobles
hire  them  as  extremely  expensive  personal  physicians.  Some
biomancers are the products of their own labs who have learned,
through observation and sometimes deliberate training, to use
the very magic that created them.

Biomancers  specialize  in  one  of  four  forms  of  the  craft:
Somaturgy, Neuroturgy, Amalgamism, and Miasmism. They can use
other biomancy spells but prefer their own tradition.

Other Campaign Worlds
While the Biomancer was developed specifically for the Caphora
campaign setting, which you can download free from our website,
it will work with most existing campaign worlds, especially
those with a slight “mad science” or steampunk element, gnomes
who like to tinker, or campaign worlds with hybrid creatures or
characters.

Arcane  Tradition:  Nullimancy
(5e)
December 23, 2020

Download now at DriveThruRPG

https://wyrmworkspublishing.com/arcane-tradition-nullimancy-5e/
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Nullimancers have learned the secret art of tapping into and
manipulating  the  all-consuming  energy  of  Oblivion.  They  can
generate it and transform it to a variety of effects, all of
which destroy matter or energy in some way. This results in new
spells and features, and several existing spells have Nullimancy
versions that use Oblivion instead of the Weave.

The Nullimancer is a Wizard Arcane Tradition using an entirely
new form of magic from the Caphora campaign world, but it can
also be used in other settings.

This product contains the full subclass, 14 new spells, and a
new magic item, all based on nullimancy magic.

All play content is also available in the D&D Beyond Homebrew
section so you can easily add it to your campaign in Subclasses,
Spells, and Magic Items.

https://www.dndbeyond.com/homebrew/subclasses?filter-name=nullimancy&filter-author=&filter-author-previous=&filter-author-symbol=&filter-rating=-29
https://www.dndbeyond.com/homebrew/spells?filter-class=0&filter-search=nullimancy&filter-sub-class=&filter-concentration=&filter-ritual=&filter-author=&filter-author-previous=&filter-author-symbol=&filter-rating=-9
https://www.dndbeyond.com/magic-items/1967920-oblivion-blade

